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Willio Etienne()
 
Brand new way of living, I have been trying to be like Christ like for some years
now, but never succeed to stay stable and hold it up to my change.'' It always
seem like when I try to move five step forward, I always fall ten step back.
Thanks to be to the grace of God... And the power of the cross, JESUS CHRIST
who have not giving up on me, I might of fail but God Has never fail me. Amen.
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A Gentle Loving Touch
 
Pink rose, red flowers, and blue flame. I do aim for the stars in the night, where
there deep and it bright My words, are strong and sticky, harder than stone,
stickier than glue or sulphur, saltier than salt, sharper than a sword, stronger
than steel, i am the voice and instrument, opening wide the gate of limitless
realms of my imagination, who reaches heights of virtousity, i am the motion
picture star, caress gently the the prima donna, under the spell of a hypothesis
she cant focuss, i am the charm and beauty of a queen, ability to make and
fulfilled her dream...
 
Willio Etienne
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A Rose In My Garden
 
There is a rose in my garden, Beautiflu as the mornin star lovely as the mornin
due, droppin sweet honey from her honey comb, wit her soft sweet and tender
lips its magical bliss, the tast of heaven it almost breathtakin, . takin away the
very air i breathe... Enrapture by her magnetic touch is electrifying feelin u cant
enought, the love and power is to strong you cant help but to fall in love under
her theme song, you become hopeless tryin to fight this war, there is rose in my
garden gorgous and beautiful to be hold the glorious splander of majesty...
 
Willio Etienne
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A Star Is Born
 
Oh how excellent and exquisite are your beauty and majesty, your eyes are like
sapphire so dynamic and titanic, set the world on fire wit the most phenomenal
bliss... Infulencing and fascinating to explore my precious beautiful bright and
mornin star how wonderful and amazin you are, i love the way you sparker and
glitter with light threw out the night, i find your love worth wild more precious
then gold tested in the fire burnnin deep in my soul... Like a jasper your violent
and beautiful so fabulous mind blown and twisted' so rich and wealthy it
maginfent im trap it bound wit magic spell wit your gorgeous and beautiflu lips,
your don diva breathtakin mind blown deeper, my knees gettin weaker as i feel
so eager...
 
Willio Etienne
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All I Know
 
All I know is HIM, HE rise me inside my mother wound, how could I ever say
thank you LORD; for the path of life that you have taking me through. If it was
not for your grace and mercy over life, I would of never known myself and the
truth about you, LORD you gave me life and light you guided me all the road of
life, even teach me how to read and write, that I might know you and show them
who is my light..
 
Willio Etienne
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B.I.B.L.E
 
Basic instructions before leaving earth, B is the brain belong to God, be love, be
kind, be truthful, be honest, l is the eyes that you see the light. B believe in GOD
at all time.. L is the love that you show that you care. E is the eternal everlasting
with God, the B.I.B.I.L.E I'll rise and hell and snow storm if I dont get it...
 
Willio Etienne
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Body Of Love
 
My love, my queen, my world, my dreams, wen i look into your amazin gorgious
beautiful eye my heart drop down to my knees. Em drunk wit love mind blown as
i could be, your soft honey lips sweet as the apple tree... Layin in the shade as
the night dawn you rest head on my shoulder, heart beat gettin closer baby this
aint over im just as hot as the blazing sun making you realize dat im the one...
My love is perpetural if you can hang on to it i bet u would, im deep as the abyss,
have you so much in love i be the one you miss, i can so cold to freez the time to
bring you cloths.... I sit high upon the watch tower, where the cloud is majestic
watching you down below, your heart beat with step that bring you cloths makin
you want to know...
 
Willio Etienne
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Cobra Eyes
 
Cobra eyes Slice and dice through dark ages  my vision is clear and filled with
light I can see through dark ages, I'm solely tied to the start of a jet I while the
world look through they vet eyes which filled with lies. look to the dept and suft
the sea, i smell the wind and touch the cloud, in the darkess pit i see wit cobra
eyes.... In the magical portal i swimm the tunnle but glade throught worm holes,
time and space I travile, untwine with the time and turn the wheel slow, i crewz
the cosmic in line where time sit. Cobra eyes
 
Willio Etienne
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Cosmic And War
 
my vision is clear broad way and panormic timeless war zone in a gore, dont
ignore deep like bone tissue situation aint no issue, i breez thru fly like a cosmic
im it... Time space I travle no gravity, even michael angelo couldnt paint this
master peace, not a beep sound of wave, my mind so far gone out in to space
not a soul could trace....
 
Willio Etienne
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Deep And Beyond
 
Off in the galaxy eternity race thru mind into the ozone layer far into space i
travle into this unknown place, seekin answer from the great beyond, i fall asleep
my soul awake with eye thru the night watch like a gargoyle come alive i walk
the soil.... This is my immortality far along the road the as could be, i live the
dead alive wit dread, the mortal ties among the sky, the star of jet eyez flying
thru the eclips deep into abyss zoomin thru the light year, hold on fast and have
no fears...
 
Willio Etienne
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Delirious Thinker
 
Delirious thinker deliberation in my consideration your thoughts are  fragile upon
this agile, I don't delegate i already ate what in heavens plate, it takes time to
figure out one answer yah so late Iam the Concorde and everything I speak is
concrete I don't need no con to charm me, I'm no delirious my thoughts a
serious top notch switch gears in various an orchestra put the  instruc Enya so
conquering concurrent fluently speaking to the heart that I'm reaching never stop
beating until you find your answer delirious thinker...
 
Willio Etienne
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Despire
 
The despair  for that special some one from love to care, i'll be there to share
baby girl when he aint there, i see the despair in your eyes cripple from the love
inside... Baby girl give me some room i know it hurt when it feelin like most of
time that your being lie to, it just seem that every time you try to love him and
keep real and seem like he just keep hurtin you more and more. He telling you
baby just vibe you need to chill as if you aint speakin out loud and makin it
clear...He igore your feelin and emotion that your hurtin inside from you givin all
of your love and so sad to see his eagle so high up above..
 
Willio Etienne
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Find
 
Find out, find a way, find the answer, find the truth, find yourselve, know
yourselve who really are, find what right, find what truly make you happy, find a
needy and give no worry or acceptance, find out what is life,  not just your
blessing, find the diamond in the ruff the one you can trust, find what everybody
is not seaching reaching for, find a place of rest love the LoRD relax yourself...
 
Willio Etienne
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Flower Of Eyes
 
Your sweet smelling herb and spice take me on a flight thinkin so deep, your so
special and sweet your style unique, i may fall asleep but my heart stay awake
thru the night watch thinkin of you all night long.... Wat magic you that
captavate my mind so strong trying to hold on foreverlasting, etener fire burnin
desire got me grasping for air in a vision i stair but wer, is my pear gate from
heaven.....searching thru the milky way lookin for a new day, in the stars talking
to cupid have seen her the one my heart truly adore the flower of eyes no lie....
 
Willio Etienne
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Go Alone
 
Go alone, go alone! God has been waiting for you for along time. Go alone, go
alone! God will never ask you to account for others....
 
You know who are your hands is to short to box with GOD....
 
Willio Etienne
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Heavy Dilemma
 
Cant stop thinkin about you emotionally torn inside i cant empathize, feelin lost
hopless and weak as if void and empty....my heart drawn from the flood of water
knowin that we use to be in love; i was in a difficult situation when i fail upon this
heavy dilemma, was i to be burn or shine for the time being, unsteadily dream of
current wave washing the shore showin me what lies in store... The flood lift up
there wave and roar; ive been notice and accommodated, she lies in secret
places and wait for some else to come along her way...
 
Willio Etienne
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Immortality
 
Beyond a world I could phantom and dream, help me oh lord to find my way out
of this life unclean' breathe on to me' and make me grow wit life wit means.... at
time im not alway obedient n follow your rules I become disobedient n neglected
your jewels... I am not constant and consistent
 
Willio Etienne
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In A Romantic Spend
 
Floating and glading upon the wings of the wind, in the most romantic
atmostpheric spend; it is so condensencing, where the cloud are loud with
romancing, as i engage to enhance wit advancing, flavoured wit love and the
most phenomenal bliss, flagran wit such a pleasant taste, a star bright morning
light await the night... I am the prince and the king dragon shooting at the stars
in the night, spitin out in vehement flame that you cant contain. You can roll the
dice and try again, but just watch how i bring the pain wit love, clatch your
stomache deep, makin you also weak... Not in your sheet, but in your mind i play
for keep....
 
Willio Etienne
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In The Heat Of The Nite
 
Sweet whisper of word enchanting, and the most softess tender touch start
romancing, exploring the magical bliss advancing... As i think of you...you think
of me, I love the fact that i could be in love, but I hate the most infidle of
ignorance and lust, oh young tender dove you the apple of my eyes the sweetiest
among the apple tree; let sit under the shade and feel the breez, watching the
dawning of sun and the atmostphere is we i could tell i love you but there more
then words could speak....oh flesh of my flesh and bone of my bone let night
together and make eternity our home...
 
Willio Etienne
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Jig-Saw
 
MY mind is like a  jig-saw interlocking pieces of life, deep though, thorough and
sharp, cutting edge I look pass the breathing I see the dead, I'm deadly with the
lead, tell it pay back put the price on the devil head. my carbonation across the
nation, my though are like morphine filled with gasoline burning with more
dream, no capability I don't rely on my ability, you see the agility, I brake these
laws down physically, I breeze through air wave no need to broad cast my brain
is a tour pass...
 
Willio Etienne
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Just Me
 
I live to die, i die to live this is wat it is since i was born to die, and i will die to be
born again. My life is full choices like the problem i choose not to get my self into
i watch closely and learn some thing every importent in this life, with in the
essence of this time there is magnetued of force that can literally drive us
unconsciously control if you dont pay close attention to the choice that you make
it may cost you a life time of grieve.
 
Willio Etienne
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Lean And Learn To Love
 
Love don't hurt but it heals in the heart of someone who is real, love treat you
like you treat it, if you love sometime, love will love you sometime, if you love all
the time, love will love you all the time..
 
Willio Etienne
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Looking And Lurking
 
The eye of the tiger looking and lurking, searching among the people like a
desert storm flying watching like eye of an eagle, this ant the canal we put the
duck inn, I solely in the LORD I put my trust in, the living situation I put the
must inn, the muscle and the might to fight with the beam of light...
 
Willio Etienne
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Love Gave Hell A Run..
 
hell decided one day that he was going to rise hell against a couple whom he
thought was to much in love, so he made plan to destroy the two couple dream
of love; so he invite some of his bestfriend to bring his plan into pass; he called
up hate and lie' he said to both of them; look here you see them couple over
there they are in love and it driving me mad, i just cant stand that love sh**. I
got to cause some trouble and rise hell up in here... And i need you guys to help
me destroy this relationship' so hell said to hate watever happen to your home
boy confussion we could use him to spice thing up for us a little bit here' once
confussion can stirl up some anger inside we can throw bit of peaces of lies to
make matter even worst for them, 'hell then said; hate this where you come in to
play and make them hate each other for real; i just cant stand that love sh** it
driving me crazy; so hate reply' even doe i hate yall but it sound like a nice job'
so hate walk up to one of the couple whom he might be weak..so hate started to
walk; and was like man thing are tuff for you i see girl you just cant take it no
more you just have to hate every thing he do to you, he mean you no good how
can you trust some one like when he keep on hurtin like this cant you see that
your never happy is that what you call love then im sorry for you.. After hate
finish his conversation the the girl then felt bitterness and hate inside' then hell
was like man this is to good to be true this hate thing it just eating her up inside'
so hell was like lie where you at baby it your time to shine that man need some
help here go help him out a little; so lie was like feel your pain homie you know
woman cant hold water more less tell the truth... That why you do what you any
way, she alway lying about being on the phone salin you dream you know that
girl just be trusted so you might as well give it up...after ward the couple felt
hurt and that there was no need to be wit each other any more, hell had they
back against the wall' the love they had turn into hated feelin of happyness was a
long way from home here for the two couple dream of love'; hell was very
excited to gain the victory over the two couple dream of love. Hell didnt stop at
anything he felt that there was more work to do to bring this thing to an end; he
had for got about his main man jealousy; as he was speakin then jealousy walk
up, and he was like man it a party goin down up in here and i wasnt invited to
join' you know it a home recter wen you got hell, lie, hate and confussion in the
place, but a party aint no party untill have jealousy up in here' jealousy continual
talkin; this is jealousy i play the key facter in here there aint goin to be no more
relationship once i make them jealous of each other..
 
Willio Etienne
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Loving You All The Time.
 
I am my lover and my lover is mine, it feel good to behold the apple of eyes, I
tell u no lie I am willing to die and drawn in the love that we share, my river run
deep into the ocean just feel my heart beat pump floating and coasting, like the
blood flow travling threw my vein...
 
Willio Etienne
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Me And My Brother King Solomon
 
Hey big bra I see you, the love so real unconditional grace revealed, my LORD so
real live and he next to me, love so soft and tender, oh how he keep on blessing
me. I know and I know, HE is there for me, me and my brother king Solomon
were the best of friend' writing love and hymns sitting next to HIM, looking like
were twin, were the best of kin, you can be our friend with me and my brother
king Solomon...
 
Willio Etienne
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Music From Heaven
 
Musical love you can hear the sweet sound of melody coming down from heaven
harmonizing, platonic mesmorizing angelic singing you can feel the sensation
deep down, in the dept of your heart and soul ringing' i must be dreaming
unheard of hyms never spoken lyric, words never been learn or teach.. These
things are to deep, im in the sky above sneaking this peek to great for a mind to
reach, it so engaging and delightful sound of the power piper wit a tambourine is
animated and become the most intensify vibrant force you could ever hear, the
strong pitch of a violin is played vibrato make it become so exuberant, oh yes i
love the sound of heaven music played by hymns and harp wit organ all in
harmony...
 
Willio Etienne
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My Heart Falling In Love
 
Oh my heart, my heart, why art thou so in love wit inn me, does it thou knowth
the pain that come from being heart broking. Can thou really handle the fire and
walk in the mist wit out gettin burn, i know that thou seek to be happy wit joy
and laughter wit pleasure of fallin in love, oh my heart that is wit in me dont fall
head over heel knowin that love could kill i am worried for thee please maintain
thy stability i do not desire to be hurt, take caution to much emotion could cause
corruption...
 
Willio Etienne
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No Reason For A Reason
 
It must be a reason to see'' the i dont know the reason to see is why i see.
Probably im deep and surfing the sea, Am I aware im reaching to see, not
believing the dead and what else could be, I reach for the stars not a place for
the sleep, im no longer dreaming I could see they all asleep. no one really care
about a place for there feet. they all have eyes never mind them to seek, I'm no
longer dreaming I could see they all asleep...
 
Willio Etienne
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Order In The Court
 
stand innovation order in court, put the broader in the sort, sustained by your
sword, cut in love, but I demand order in the court, pay attention at your heart,
and die for the love that you show that you care, even when the time is hard it
not fair. But I'm the judge for the love, I demand that you love, order in the
court...
 
Willio Etienne
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Oxygen
 
I love the sweet smell of your aroma it so electrifyin vibrant and vicious, it take
away my every breath claming the stair way to heaven dippin thru stars circling
the moon my dayz are doom.... Please make some room, oh yes i need some
oxygen to bring me back again, feeling the element of life im inn, like the
essance of time i like to untwine and speak my mind, like a ferocious dragon i
aint braggin, i need some oxygen to bring me back again....
 
Willio Etienne
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Picture Me Rolling
 
I got new swagg now, things lookin much better i made it thru strommy weather
it was hard to see the sun at first; but dark cloud are gone i can see the beauty
in the day light... It was good fight at first with blood, sweat, and tears tryin to
survived thru years many things good and some wer bad...
 
Willio Etienne
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Pulper Rain Drop
 
Up from the 36 chamber she could be Godess of all godess drop dead gorgious,
stunningly beautiflu rising like the early mornin star... Droppin sweet claster of
pulper rain drop and flame pop blue who would of knew mind blowing you glue
fighting your will to over rule... Have seen love at it best ruthless and relentless
circulating your blood pumpin in your driving your mind... Feeling like death if
you cant have it so beautiful and sweet hard to let go, oh yes this it pulper rain
drop, dripping slowly moving closly..... We often see some one so beautiful and
scared to speak feelin like and angle you cant get close, yes this is also pulper
rain drop the don diva of love so high up above....
 
Willio Etienne
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Rigid Observation
 
Rigid observation Around my formality, I breath this fire from another dimension
did I mention I'm no Mason that build brick houses that lives in Die in the men
sin,  who's to Ken I'm no on friend I'm able nothing fable that speak with in the
hearts of men, my relentless spend light to the dark sight to the blind heart over
mind be aware have vision to see where you place in your heart hands and feet
rigid observations...
 
Willio Etienne
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Running Free To Think
 
At time feel vex, lost, crazy and perplex mind wondering wat next, thinkin about
life in my review trying to get a clear view.. Wat is this in my mind trying to think
move, swift and quite frank, curving, shifting, swaying from side to side trying to
figure out the element of life inside, is there a space a tunnle lace? eternal face
the dept of my soul my hart race for, could there be more then wat lies behide
stars in the sky, could there be more to my hart and soul, or is it just me trying
to squeez for unseachable dream wit drama and dramatic. Infatuated thinkin
habit runnin free to think deep in my thought i like to sink.....
 
Willio Etienne
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Scandalous And Secretive
 
Once Iremember she was like the nicess thing you could ever meet, her pretty
face n smile, nice waist, big butt, n thick thigs. you couldnt help but to think she
the one to keep.. She wasnt your average type and ordinary freak, amazing to
look at; but she was one hell of scandalou freak... Nine time of ten, you would
say she that girl and special one to keep, she could be sweet as a honey comb
and move like a butter fly, but secret could be heart breaking and dramatize....
Oh yes she will make it look so perfect and plain out sweet, you would never
think some one else creepin thru your back door and laying in your sheet....
 
Willio Etienne
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Searching
 
I search for love peace and harmony, i search for laughter, joy, kindness,
forgiving, caring, sharing. I search for GOD and HIS heart not HIs creation riches
and things, I search for wisdom, knowledge, understanding. I search for hope,
even hope in line for the people, I search light that GOD may teach me what is in
the stars at night...
 
Willio Etienne
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Some Where Inside
 
There an angle inside crying to be you, to show you the amazing beautiful person
you are inside, some where inside in your heart that little angle crying and dying
wishing it could be you to show you the wonder of love the magic love, some
where inside the could see but you wont let it be you the true love that real and
true, don't be a fool choose to see there an angle inside just dying to come out
and be you....
 
Willio Etienne
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Something To Make You Smile
 
Sweet cluster of purple rain dripping like honey comb, gently sqeezing and
touching caressing thought' i love to play mind games' with your hart making you
smile and laught gettin buck wild with grasp... Lets take a trip out in to stars,
with my arm underneath your shoulders holding you closer feel the vibe and the
intens sensation my love is waiting as i whisper my sweet honey comb words into
your ears enchantin with charms' baby i think your beyond beautiful: i think your
immaculate' i say this because alot of woman are beautiful, but they are not
immaculate' they disgraceful and immodest with there ways. You are the apple of
my eyes so eminent hold closely in my arms love and embrace me...
 
Willio Etienne
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Stop
 
Wait and think let see' where we going here, I wonder how many people do stop
to think where we going here. But no one knows in here, land me your ears that
you may hear, ' what it look like but no one knows in hear. hold up stop wait, I
know where i'm going, but no knows in here, they only believe with they nose
and ears smell good and it nice up here...
 
Willio Etienne
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The Chair
 
is where I sit down and spend my time with the LORD; The chair I see HIM and I
share, the chair is where I sit down and spend my time with the LORD: on the
account no one else, the chair; HIM and I share, I like to sit in my chair and
share my thought with the LORD, no one else just the chair...
 
Willio Etienne
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The Fire Burn Deep
 
Fire broke out and the ragging war spoke out, a clash of muscle and brain, tear
drops and heart filled wit pain, you can hear the sound of thunder it rain, as the
water fall and hurt down the drain, the fire burn deep... And it so hard trying to
walk thru the flame, somethings are so hard to maintain, how can i explain that
im lost and untain. I can feel the fire burn thru my vain, down to the depth of my
soul. Im just so weak i cant take it no more..
 
Willio Etienne
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The Lion And The Beast
 
The lion stand as king, but the beast reign as man, look upon both side of this
land you'll see something that goes hand and hand, reach for the stars not the
visible cars; the people are far, far gone to far they think of them self a truly a
star not knowing who we are...
 
Willio Etienne
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The North Star
 
A night of rapheal donatello the north star appear in the greet of the don say
hello, sitting by river bank you can watch the sun go down, the majestic night in
a romance flight... enhance to advance this aint your imaginary roman type...
Flamboyant and sophisticated, cool like ice water, clever and sentimental
painting the picture vividly forever shinning bright like the morning star, flaming
hot beauty i have your passion and magic touch.... I am who I am the north star
to far deep for any one to reach, Im far pass my peek for  any one trying to
seek...
 
Willio Etienne
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The People
 
People not beliving you is a joke, as if they breath on there own and not choke,
My lord' you gave them air that they might be aware, but they do not care, not
even dear to share. the people are so lost, and they all think a like everyone
seem to have the right answer.. the people no one look to the lord with an eyes
of an ego. even the ego knowns and acknowledge his MASTER but not people...
 
Willio Etienne
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The Picture
 
Eyes of eyes look to see if anyone advise, to a sound mind and alive; the picture
do the people stop to realize what in the picture, the world of dream land
everyone sinking in sand, not really walking with a dimensional path with plan to
leave the land, the picture is painted clear; may I have the review to see if any
one do believe through... the picture every one walking by not acknowledging
the big picture, to see the big picture it a fixture with sweet sweeper...
 
Willio Etienne
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To Shy To Speak..
 
Wow u take my every breath away and my tongue cling to the roof of my mouth,
every time i see you im to scared to speak the truth of the matter is im fallin in
love wit just wishing you could be my girl.... I really dont knw how to come at
you but in my fantasy world im just thinkin in my heart how i would marry you
and make you that one and only special girl, but in my mind this is only a dream
world wishing it would come true cuz every night i spend these precious moment
thinkin of you...
 
Willio Etienne
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Tug Of War
 
Here we sit in a tug of war the battle of love of course trying to maintian and
settle the score, you think my decesion is blind and hazie, call me crazy..... Filled
wit love, shattle heart, and broking dreams, fly away with wing, some time life
may not look like wat it seem... If you give up hope u just hang your rope... tug
of war..
 
Willio Etienne
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Tunnle Vision
 
I move and shift swiftly watching with the eyes of an eagle, high above the sky
as I zoom in, in  my review watching these people, I know what in front of me
but I care to know what is the back me. AS the wind blow I smell a friend of foe,
reaching trying to get close, I walk in the bling but since sight I see my mind
capture vision in three de, I visualize and realize the spirit of war raging and
wanting to settle the score. How much can a mortal man take before the end of
time come take place, they see with mortal eyes my immortality portalize, even
doe I'm alive I walk among the living in disguise they look upon me as common
but I see through a light of tunnel vision that I'm inn...
 
Willio Etienne
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Vindictive With A Vendetta
 
what a cosmic phenomenal your beauty is a beast untain by fire who can put a
leach, the star of a jet eyes playin niggaz like a game of chest kick im like soccer
cant miss a fill goal, untwine wit the time and turn the wheel slow.. Who have
the brain and the might to fight such a beast and angle of light... so beautiful
and reign with an iron might, so sweet but so vindictive with personal vendetta...
 
Willio Etienne
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Virtous Woman
 
Her mind is flawless, her heart is priceless you are the crawn of a ruling king you
see the vision and suport the dream.... Virtuous woman righteous in love, So
caring your love is over bearing and modest wit your loyalty, engaging in the
mind your like treasure full of wonder wit magic. you are the finiest among the
apple tree something special and so sweet... Oh and im so please to have a
blessing such as u your ways is real and so true, I love the way of a
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Vision To Victory
 
I see in my vision that you are the most prize position n my life oh Lord, but the
sin in my life is makin me blind and weak hopeless wit unbelieve of who you
really are... Oh how i long to take the joy and pleasure of knowing you as the
one who give life and hope each n every day and take great reverence n
honoring your name.... I yearn to be n honorable son not a shameful one there
no pleasure in death wit out worshiping and knowing you my Lord' my King help
thy son to take focuss n notice in you father my life is void and empty wit out
you..
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Watcher
 
When you think im sleep, but im wake with eyes to see, but when you im awake
im really dreaming, my mind is wide far and deep, vision is broad globle status,
the prayer of an infant to his King, my LORD you gave me life and showed me
dreams, there was more to life then beautiful things, even doe i pray with an i
hoping you would ignore me, the blessing was the ignore see, but the world fail
to see the blessing is the answer no, the world dream of being with you but,
there only hope was santa claws would give the truth...
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William Shake Spree
 
Poetic i can bring more at it, edge wise cross the boundary line, and leave shake
spree behid' He only spoke of man kind and saw with one eye which lead the
peolpe unravel sequel, not realizing he held his conversation in side ways, true
love dont die and fly away. He saw and understood what was by the highways,
william shake spree, i brake these laws and the rules I have no fear. I dont look
for the crownd and the people to cheer. I can read between the line i have good
ears, your lengendary quote is my obituary note, I bet your barried hope trying
to effrontery me into believing a man lost in war against his own selve, william
shake spree' I am the star in the sky i can  see far with these cobra eyes...
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Young And Tender
 
Young and tender rose, here i sit wit open arms to hold you close, you are like
my diamond and the ruff my tear drops have became my food because im
missing, and just dont know wat to do... My heart beat pump like pressure from
a hydraulic feeling the hypnoss i cant think and stay focus im gonna over dose...
Muah oh la la from all these bliss soft and tender kiss im so high bewitch another
day with out you i cant miss... I give you applaud you stimulating to the mind,
body and soul my young tender rose i will for ever love you to the end we can
grow old..
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